Product Line
Customized Seat Covers
Airlines are not bound to buy OEM seat cover spares. The seat is an important part of the cabin and has a
huge potential to create a customized impression to the PAX. Customized seat covers can be tailored to
specific demands and come with full certification. A price benefit compared to OEM as well.
Elements:
Antimaccassars
Color integration
Embossing logo

Product details




Backrest Cover
Customized seams
Foam enforcements
Bottom Cover

Lightweight:
 Artificial leather,
Perrone EnduraLITE
 Backrest: 10mm foam
laminated on dress
 Seat: 5mm foam
laminated

Comfort:
 Foam in backrest
 Muirhead leather
 Additional confort pads
integrated in dress
 Specific foam used



Low Cost:
 Perrone EnduraLITE
 Backrest: 5mm foam
laminated on dress
 Seat: only leather
 Low cost carrier option

We provide a full service from material choice to final delivery.




Documentation / Certificates
We offer a complete set of paperwork needed by airline
engineering to easily integrate the new part to their system.
 Installation EO
 Minor Change Approval
Statement of approved minor change

Statement of interchangeability and IPC document





 EASA Form 1
 IPC Supplement (optional)

Technical improvement



Complete Inst. EO incl. seat identification placard

Service Bulletin

Part is form, fit & function to OEM part
Customization options:
 Material (real leather, artificial
leather, fabics)
 Color of top material and seam
material
 Cushions and foam
enforcements
Part of
program:
 Parts interchangeability
 Spares delivery with EASA Form
1, Installation EO and minor
change approval
Approved European design and
production process for EPA part
Lead-time sample: 1-2 weeks, 5-6
weeks for complete shipsets
Competitive price level compared to
OEM parts with cost savings >25%



Tailored seat cover material for specific
demands (short haul vs. long haul ops,
weight reduction, durability etc.)
Foam implementation in seat cover for
higher comfort
Seat specific design changes to avoid
removal from attachment / Velcro fastener
Seat Covers fully certified to seat (9G or
16G if cushion stays)
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Contact
Sebastian Beermann
+49 (0) 40 / 730 527-81
info@interiors-direct.com
EASA Form 1

Minor Change Approval

IPC Supplement

The
product line: We implement improvements by minor changes to cabin interior material,
produce and qualify these and offer them to the aerospace after-market. Due to in-house development and
production, parts have a minimum lead-time and a high competitive price.
enables airlines
easily to switch to an improved part with better performance and cost savings.
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